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Computational searches ofComputational searches of
                               biological sequences                               biological sequences
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Special thanks to all the scientis that
made public available their presentations

throughout the web from where many
slides were taken to eleborate this

presentation
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Mycoplasma genitalium
(only ~5x105 pb)

Apis mellifera
(~2x108 pb)

The number of The number of Fully Sequenced GenomesFully Sequenced Genomes has been increasing has been increasing
very rapidly since the first report of the genome of a livingvery rapidly since the first report of the genome of a living

organism only fourteen years agoorganism only fourteen years ago
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Biología Computacional
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ORFs from Complete genomes vs
            Metagenomics ORFs
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Data analysis: the signs before the floodData analysis: the signs before the floodMicrobial genomesMicrobial genomes
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What is the interest toWhat is the interest to
sequence so many genomes?sequence so many genomes?

What kind of data can we getWhat kind of data can we get
from Sequence Comparisons?from Sequence Comparisons?
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EvolutionEvolution

What is the bass of ourWhat is the bass of our
assumptions?assumptions?
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Doolittle et al., 1986

The tree of lifeThe tree of life
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Some Important dates un historySome Important dates un history
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Sequence conservationSequence conservation

Homology relationshipHomology relationship

Functional relationshipFunctional relationship

??
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Instead of list of genes we want to understantInstead of list of genes we want to understant
the metabolic capabilities of the organismthe metabolic capabilities of the organism
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Glass, John I. et al. (2006) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 103, 425-430

Instead of list of genes we want to understantInstead of list of genes we want to understant
the metabolic capabilities of the organismthe metabolic capabilities of the organism
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a) Extent of sequence similarity b) The evolutionary nature of the protein

Protein homology inferences depends on:Protein homology inferences depends on:
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The divergence causes that the similarity ofThe divergence causes that the similarity of
homologous proteins asymptoticallyhomologous proteins asymptotically
resembles those from random sequencesresembles those from random sequences
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Bovine chymotrypsin (1chg) S. griseus trypsin (1sgt)

TheThe  goodgood  newsnews..  ProteinsProteins  thatthat  shareshare  sequencesequence
similaritysimilarity can  can alsoalso  shareshare  commoncommon  proteinprotein  foldingfolding,,

andand  oftenoften  shareshare a similar  a similar functionfunction

38% identity38% identity
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Bovine chymotrypsin (1chg) Endochitinase (2baa)

TheThe  badbad  newsnews..  ProteinsProteins  thatthat  shareshare  sequencesequence
similaritysimilarity  mightmight  notnot  shareshare  commoncommon  proteinprotein  foldingfolding

23% identity23% identity TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 20

The bad news.The bad news.  High levels of sequence identity doHigh levels of sequence identity do
not not ““guaranteeguarantee”” the same enzymatic function the same enzymatic function
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ArsC: System of arsenic
resistance Spx Transcriptional regulator

Sequence and structural
similarity of ArsC y Spx

The bad news.The bad news.  In some cases, proteins that shareIn some cases, proteins that share
important primary sequence and 3D similarity mightimportant primary sequence and 3D similarity might

not present related functions!!!not present related functions!!!
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Walter M. Fitch. TIG 2000:16 (227-231)

HomologyHomology is the relationship of two characters that
have descended, usually with divergence, from a commoncommon
ancestralancestral character. Characters can be any genic, structural or
behavioral feature of an organism

AnalogyAnalogy is distinguished from homology in that its characters,
although similar, have descended convergentlydescended convergently from unrelated
ancestral characters.

The cenancestorThe cenancestor is the most recent common ancestorcommon ancestor of the
taxa being considered.
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OrthologsOrthologs: Homolog genes in different genomes that differ by: Homolog genes in different genomes that differ by
speciationspeciation  eventsevents. . OrthologsOrthologs commonly share the same function. commonly share the same function.

ParalogsParalogs: Homolog genes in the same genome that differ by a: Homolog genes in the same genome that differ by a
duplication eventduplication event. . ParalogsParalogs might have related but not identical might have related but not identical
function.function.

XenologyXenology: The relationship of any two homologous characters: The relationship of any two homologous characters
whose history, since their common ancestor, involves anwhose history, since their common ancestor, involves an
interspecies (interspecies (horizontal) transferhorizontal) transfer of the genetic material for at of the genetic material for at
least one of those characters.least one of those characters.

Holology and some related conceptsHolology and some related concepts

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 24
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Ernst Haeckel's Monophyletic tree of organisms, 1866. Ernst Haeckel's Monophyletic tree of organisms, 1866. 
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Holology and some related conceptsHolology and some related concepts
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Holology and some related conceptsHolology and some related concepts

What does one call the
relationship of the
remaining two genes?
Paralogy, of course.

The definition of the
forms of homology
does not change by
virtue of the known,
suspected, or unknown
presence of a copy of a
gene.

speciationspeciation

duplicationduplication

Lost ofLost of
genesgenes

The gene loss problem
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Holology and some related conceptsHolology and some related concepts
The domain nature of proteins

Are these homologous proteins?
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Sequence comparisonSequence comparison is just the is just the

 first step, but  first step, but ……....

 it could be very informative. it could be very informative.
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1.- 1.- StringsStrings  ((Pattern matching,  Pattern discovery, Pattern representation)

2.- 2.- PairwisePairwise comparison comparison

3.- Structural search (3.- Structural search (ThreadingThreading))

4.- 4.- PPosition osition SSpecific pecific SScore core MMatrix atrix PSSMPSSM searches searches

5. 5. HHidden idden MMarkov arkov MModel odel HMMHMM searches searches

Different  ways to compare biological sequencesDifferent  ways to compare biological sequences
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Pairwise Pairwise comparisoncomparison

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 32

Similarity evaluation

The easiest way to determine the similarity ofThe easiest way to determine the similarity of
two sequences can be obtained by the evaluationtwo sequences can be obtained by the evaluation
of the number of their coincidences normalizedof the number of their coincidences normalized
in terms of the shortest sequence.in terms of the shortest sequence.

AAGTGAATGAGTGATAG Length 17 
    ||| || |||
    GAAGGACTGA    Length 10

8 identical residues -> Similarity of 80% 
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In case of protein sequences, the
similarity can be evaluated using
different Scoring matrixes

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 34

It assumes that the rate of evolution in conserved proteins can be
extrapolated to a less conserved families of proteins.

The elements of this matrix
give the probability that the
amino acid in one column
will be replaced by the
amino acid in some row
after a given evolutionary
interval. For example, a
matrix with an evolutionary
distance of 00 (zero) PAMs
would have ones on the
main diagonal and zeros
elsewhere.

  A C D E F G H I K L M N P O R S T V W Y
A 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
D 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
V 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
W 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

PAMPAM
((PPoint oint AAccepted ccepted MMutation)utation)

M.O. M.O. DayhoffDayhoff, ed., 1978, Atlas of Protein Sequence and Structure, Vol5, ed., 1978, Atlas of Protein Sequence and Structure, Vol5  
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PAMPAM
((PPoint oint AAccepted ccepted MMutation)utation)

M.O. M.O. DayhoffDayhoff, ed., 1978, Atlas of Protein Sequence and Structure, Vol5, ed., 1978, Atlas of Protein Sequence and Structure, Vol5  

A matrix with an evolutionary distance of 1 PAM would have
numbers close to one on the main diagonal and small numbers off
the main diagonal.

 One PAM would correspond to roughly 1% divergence1% divergence in a
protein (one amino acid replacement per hundredone amino acid replacement per hundred).

The model of evolution that Dayhoff used assumed that proteinsassumed that proteins
diverged as a result of accumulated, uncorrelated mutationsdiverged as a result of accumulated, uncorrelated mutations.

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 36

They treat the PAM-1 matrix as a first order Markov chain
transition model. To derive a mutational probability matrix for a
protein sequence that has undergone N percentN percent accepted
mutations, a PAM-N matrix, the PAM-1 matrix is multiplied bythe PAM-1 matrix is multiplied by
itself N timesitself N times. This results in a family of scoring matrices.

Log-odds = log of the conditional probability of one amino acid
substitution,
=  log(P-observed(Y|X)/P-expected(X|Y)) = PAM 1

PAMPAM
((PPoint oint AAccepted ccepted MMutation)utation)

M.O. M.O. DayhoffDayhoff, ed., 1978, Atlas of Protein Sequence and Structure, Vol5, ed., 1978, Atlas of Protein Sequence and Structure, Vol5  
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TheThe
evolutionaryevolutionary

rate ofrate of
proteins mayproteins may
importantlyimportantly

differdiffer
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BLOSUM BLOSUM MatricesMatrices

FKNAQALHEALKIIPSELLLS-TDSAWLTP
FKNAQALHDALKIIPSELL--ETDSPWLTPKT
FKNAKALHEALKIIPSELL-SETDSPWLTPKT
FKNAQALHEALKIIPSELLLSEADSPWLTPT
VKNAKNLQAALSVIPTEL--SETDSPYLAP
YPRASKTRDVIAKLPLASLLLETDAPDMPL
YERANKTRQAIAKLPLDALVLETDSPDMPV
FRNAEQLRDAARYVPLDRLLVETDSPYLAP
FKNAEAIREVIRYVPME-LLVETDSPYLAP
FKKAEGIQASAQMVPPDRLL--TDCPFLAP
FKNAKKPKEVVKEIPNDRLLIETDCPFLTPDo not have an evolutionary model.Do not have an evolutionary model.

Constructed by the analysis of Constructed by the analysis of thethe
frequency of amino acid replacementsfrequency of amino acid replacements
inin Blocks of sequencesBlocks of sequences that might that might
include distant include distant homologshomologs..
The blocks have no gapsThe blocks have no gaps..

BLOSUM n, Uses the blocks of  sequencesBLOSUM n, Uses the blocks of  sequences
that share an identity of n% or more.that share an identity of n% or more.

It also uses Log-odds.It also uses Log-odds.

Examples: BLOSUM 62, 50, 30.Examples: BLOSUM 62, 50, 30.

BLOCK1 BLOCK2

Steven Henikoff and Jorja G. Henikoff,1992
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Relationships with PAM andRelationships with PAM and
BLOSUM MatricesBLOSUM Matrices
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C S T P A G N D E Q H R K M I L V F Y W

C 12

S 0 2

T -1 2 3

P -3 0 0 8

A 1 1 1 0 2

G -2 0 -1 -2 1 7

N -2 1 1 -1 0 0 4

D -3 1 0 -1 0 0 2 5

E -3 0 0 -1 0 -1 1 3 4

Q -2 0 0 0 0 -1 1 1 2 3

H -1 0 0 -1 -1 -1 1 0 0 1 6

R -2 0 0 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 2 1 5

K -3 0 0 -1 0 -1 1 1 1 2 1 3 3

M -1 -1 -1 -2 -1 -4 -2 -3 -2 -1 -1 -2 -1 4

I -1 -2 -1 -3 -1 -5 -3 -4 -3 -2 -2 -2 -2 3 4

L -2 -2 -1 -2 -1 -4 -3 -4 -3 -2 -2 -2 -2 3 3 4

V 0 -1 0 -2 0 -3 -2 -3 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 2 3 2 3

F -1 -3 -2 -4 -2 -5 -3 -5 -4 -3 0 -3 -3 2 1 2 0 7

Y -1 -2 -2 -3 -2 -4 -1 -3 -3 -2 2 -2 -2 0 -1 0 -1 5 8

W -1 -3 -4 -5 -4 -4 -4 -5 -4 -3 -1 -2 -4 -1 -2 -1 -3 4 4 14

PAM 250PAM 250

AGGIDG
GHGFMG
117137

In a In a pairwisepairwise sequence comparison,  sequence comparison,  the valuethe value
of any pair of amino acids is the sameof any pair of amino acids is the same
regardless their position  in the sequenceregardless their position  in the sequence
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         TCAGACGATTG   (0)
ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (1)
 ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (0)
  ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (2)
   ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (0)
    ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (0)
     ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (3)
      ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (1)
       ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (4)
        ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (2)
         ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (2)
          ATCGGAGCTG

Basic sequence comparisonsBasic sequence comparisons
Algorithm: Move one of the two sequences and count the number of
aligned similar residues.

         TCAGACGATTG    (3)
           ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (2)
            ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (2)
             ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (0)
              ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG   (1)
               ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (3)
                ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (1)
                 ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (0)
                  ATCGGAGCTG

         TCAGACGATTG    (0)
                   ATCGGAGCTG
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-
-
-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

A similar procedure can be done by counting theA similar procedure can be done by counting the
matches of diagonalsmatches of diagonals

The diagonal with the greatest value represents the optimum alignmentThe diagonal with the greatest value represents the optimum alignment

TCAGACGATTG  (n= 11)

ATCGGAGCTG      (m=10)

1 2 34 5 76 89 01

1 2 34 5 76 89 0

pos:

pos:
Y:

X:
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A dot-plot analysis is an easy and graphical way toA dot-plot analysis is an easy and graphical way to
analyze two sequence alignmentanalyze two sequence alignment

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 44

Global Local

Different kind ofDifferent kind of
sequence alignmentssequence alignments

Heuristic Exhaustive
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Global. Includes all the protein.

Local. Only the zone of major similitude is considered. 

Global or local alignmentsGlobal or local alignments
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Different kind of sequence alignmentsDifferent kind of sequence alignments

Heuristic:Heuristic:
It is a method used to rapidly come to a solution that is
hoped (but does not guaranty) to be close to an 'optimal
solution'.
 It is based on educated guesses, intuitive judgments or
simply common sense.

Exhaustive:Exhaustive:
Explores all possible solutions to find the one that
guaranties to be the optimal.
It is considerably slower than heuristic methods
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Similarity evaluation

In some cases, the observed similarity canIn some cases, the observed similarity can
be improved by the introduction of be improved by the introduction of gapsgaps..
AAGTGAATGAGTGATAG Length 17 
    ||| |
    GAAGGGACTGA    Length 11

4 identical residues -> Similarity of 36% 

AAGTGAATG-AGTGATAG Length 17 
    ||| | | |||
    GAAGGGACTGA    Length 11

8 identical residues -> Similarity of 72% 
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•Normally, a punishment is used (in the
qualification) by the existence of gap,
either by opening the sequence, by the
length of the gap, or both.

•The value of the punishment is still
arbitrary.

The evaluation of gaps has not been well defined. The evaluation of gaps has not been well defined. 
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Sec-1  AEGKIVTAGGIDTHIHW-ICPQQAEEALVSGVTTMVGGGTGPAAGTHATTCTPGPWYISRSec-1  AEGKIVTAGGIDTHIHW-ICPQQAEEALVSGVTTMVGGGTGPAAGTHATTCTPGPWYISR
Sec-2  -------MHLFDTHCHLDALPYESDHEDVQAVFRQAGVKKALVVG----TNLP-----E-Sec-2  -------MHLFDTHCHLDALPYESDHEDVQAVFRQAGVKKALVVG----TNLP-----E-
                                  :*** *    * :::.  *..*   .*  .. ..*    *  *:*** *    * :::.  *..*   .*  .. ..*    *  *     .      . 

Sec-1  MLQAADSLPVNIGLLGKGNVSQPDALREQVAAGVIGLKIHEDWGATPAAIDCALTVADEMSec-1  MLQAADSLPVNIGLLGKGNVSQPDALREQVAAGVIGLKIHEDWGATPAAIDCALTVADEM
Sec-2  -SQQAQELAR----------EYPDLY---AAIGVHPLDVQEDSEDAEALLEQA---ADPKSec-2  -SQQAQELAR----------EYPDLY---AAIGVHPLDVQEDSEDAEALLEQA---ADPK
                  * *:.*.           . **     .* **  *.::**   : * :: *   **  * *:.*.           . **     .* **  *.::**   : * :: *   **  

Sec-1  DSQAMGRVGEVILRTWQVAHRMKVQRGALAEETGDNDNFRVKRYIAKYTINPALTHGIAHSec-1  DSQAMGRVGEVILRTWQVAHRMKVQRGALAEETGDNDNFRVKRYIAKYTINPALTHGIAH
Sec-2  KNAEKLRE---ALRQIPLERLLVETDSPYLAPVP----FRGKRNEPEYVR--HVAEAIAESec-2  KNAEKLRE---ALRQIPLERLLVETDSPYLAPVP----FRGKRNEPEYVR--HVAEAIAE
              ..    *     **   : : :    ..    .     ** **  .:*.    ::..**...    *     **   : : :    ..    .     ** **  .:*.    ::..**.

Sec-1  EVGSIEVGKLADLVVWS-PAFFGVKPATVIKGGMIAIAPMGDINASIPTPQPVHYRPMFGSec-1  EVGSIEVGKLADLVVWS-PAFFGVKPATVIKGGMIAIAPMGDINASIPTPQPVHYRPMFG
Sec-2  LKG-VPLEEIAQATTENAKRLFRI------------------------------------Sec-2  LKG-VPLEEIAQATTENAKRLFRI------------------------------------
                  * : : ::*: .. .   :* :* : : ::*: .. .   :* :                                    

Sequence alignmentSequence alignment consists in the adequate introduction consists in the adequate introduction
of spaces into the sequence to denote their similaritiesof spaces into the sequence to denote their similarities

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 50

•The value, one, if Aj is the same kind of amino acid as Bi; if they are
different amino acids, MATij is assigned the value, zero.

•The sophistication of the comparison is increased if, instead of zero or
one, each cell value is made a function of the composition of the proteins.

• A penalty factor, a number subtracted for every gap made.

• The penalty factor could be a function of the size and/or direction of the
gap.

• The maximum-match pathway then, is that pathway for which the sum of
the assigned cell values is largest.

Global alignment by dynamic Global alignment by dynamic programationprogramation
Needelman-WunschNeedelman-Wunsch

J. Mol. Biol. (1970) 48,443-453

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 51

Is a method of solving complex problems by breaking
them down into simpler steps.

Commonly, programming involves formulating a
complex calculation as a recursive series of simpler
calculations.

Dynamic Dynamic programationprogramation

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 52

Needelman-WunschNeedelman-Wunsch 
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ABC-NJRQCLCRPM
AJCJN-R-CKCRBP

ABCNJ-RQCLCRPM
AJC-JNR-CKCRBP

Needelman-WunschNeedelman-Wunsch 
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 The cells calculate like in the global alignments, but
when a value becomes negative it puts zero .

 The highest  score of the table is the one of the final end
of the best local alignment

 Walk backward movement until finding a zero to
reconstruct the alignment

 Sometimes the local alignments can be combined if they
share neither columns nor lines

Optimums score = 3

Alignment         ABD
                  ABD

Local alignment by dynamic Local alignment by dynamic programationprogramation
  Smith & Waterman, 1981

Similarity residues +1
Different  residues -1
Indels -2
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Steep 5: Statistical evaluation of the best alignments

Steep 6: Use of exhaustive algorithm Smith-Waterman to find alignment optimal

D.J. Lipman and W.R. Pearson. Rapid and sensitive protein similarity searches. 1985

Steep 1: Identify the
regions with the
greatest identification
number (ktup=1) or
pairs of identities
(ktup=2)

Steep 2 : Do new search
considering similar amino acids
(BLOSUM). Shorten the terms to
only include the regions that
contribute to score maximum.
Each of these regions is a partial
alignment without gaps.

Steep 3: Consider
if the extension of
the ends can join
two regions
(consideration of
mismatches)

Steep 4: Join several partial
alignments within a band
(introduction of gaps or indeles)

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 56

BBasic asic LLocal ocal AAlignmentlignment  SSearchearch  TToolool

E.Myers, S. Altschul, W.Gish, D.J. Lipman and W. Miller. J. Mol. Biol. 1990

BLASTBLAST

•Generation of exact BLAST words with a word size of W=3
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BBasic asic LLocal ocal AAlignmentlignment  SSearchearch  TToolool

E.Myers, S. Altschul, W.Gish, D.J. Lipman and W. Miller. J. Mol. Biol. 1990

BLASTBLAST

•Speed is achieved by Pre-indexing the database before the search
•Uses a hash table that contains neighborhood words.

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 58

• If T is increased by the user, the number of background hits is
reduced and the program will run faster

• Matches extends without gaps. When score of an end becomes
negative, “a little bit more” is explored beyond, and if it does
not recovered, the extension is finished .

• The program declares a hit if the word taken from the query
sequence has a score >= T when a scoring matrix is used. This
allows the word size (W) to be kept high (for speed) without
sacrificing sensitivity.

BBasic asic LLocal ocal AAlignmentlignment  SSearchearch  TToolool

E.Myers, S. Altschul, W.Gish, D.J. Lipman and W. Miller. J. Mol. Biol. 1990

BLASTBLAST
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Review of some basic conceptsReview of some basic concepts
Score distribution in a sequence databaseScore distribution in a sequence database

A distributiondistribution  is a plot showing
the frequency of a given
variable or observation.

The Score distribution in a sequence
database is not a Gaussian
distribution. It is a extreme
value distribution.

The expectancy can be evaluated
using the  Karlin-Altschul
statistics and can combine
several compatible
“matches”

    It is associated to NCBI-
GenBank

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 60

Review of some basic conceptsReview of some basic concepts
 Null hypothesis Null hypothesis

•The null hypothesisnull hypothesis describes in a formal way some
aspect of the statistical behavior of a set of data and this
description is treated as valid unless the actual behaviordescription is treated as valid unless the actual behavior
of the data contradicts this assumptionof the data contradicts this assumption

•; The Null hypothesis answer the question what is thewhat is the
probability of observing a valueprobability of observing a value test statistic that is for the
at least as extreme as the value that was actuallyas the value that was actually
observed?observed?
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 Examples of null hypothesesExamples of null hypotheses:

 Sequence comparison using shuffled sequences.

 A normal distribution of log ratios from a microarray
experiment.

 LOD scores from genetic linkage analysis when the relevant
loci are randomly sprinkled throughout the genome.

Review of some basic conceptsReview of some basic concepts
 Null hypothesis Null hypothesis

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 62

 The picture shows a
distribution of scores from
a real database search
using BLAST.

 This distribution contains
scores from non-
homologous and
homologous pairs.

 What should be the null-
hypothesis of this analysis?

High scores from homology.

Review of some basic conceptsReview of some basic concepts
 Null hypothesis Null hypothesis
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 The p-valuep-value is the probability of observing an
effect as strong or stronger than you observed,
given the null hypothesis.

  I.e., “How likely is this effect to occur by chance?”
 Pr(x > S|null)

Review of some basic conceptsReview of some basic concepts
 p-value p-value
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What p-value is significant?What p-value is significant?
 The most common thresholds are 0.01 and 0.05

 A threshold of 0.05 means you are 95% sure that the result is
significant.

 Is 95% enough?  It depends upon the cost associated with
making a mistake.

 Examples of costs:
 Doing expensive wet lab validation.
 Making clinical treatment decisions.
 Misleading the scientific community.

 Most sequence analysis uses more stringent thresholds
because the p-values are not very accurate.
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Database searchingDatabase searching

 Say that you search the non-redundant protein database at
NCBI, containing roughly one million sequences.  What p-
value threshold should you use?

 Say that you want to use a conservative p-value of 0.001

 Recall that you would observe such a p-value by chance
approximately every 1000 times in a random database.

 A BonferroniBonferroni correction would suggest using a p-value
threshold of 0.001 / 1,000,000 = 0.000000001 = 10-9.
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E-valuesE-values

 A p-value is the probability of making a mistake.

 The E-value is the expected number of times that the given
score would appear in a random database of the given size.

 One simple way to compute the E-value is to multiply the p-
value times the size of the database.

 Thus, for a p-value of 0.001 and a database of 1,000,000
sequences, the corresponding E-value is 0.001 × 1,000,000
= 1,000.

BLAST actually calculates E-values in a more complex way.
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• E-value < 10e-100
Identical sequences. You will get long alignments across the entire query and hit
sequence.

• 10e-50 < E-value < 10e-100
Almost identical sequences. A long stretch of the query protein is matched to the
database.

• 10e-10 < E-value < 10e-50
Closely related sequences, could be a domain match or similar.

• 1 < E-value < 10e-6
Could be a true homologue but it is a gray area.

• E-value > 1
Proteins are most likely not related

• E-value > 10
Hits are most likely junk unless the query sequence is very short.

E-valuesE-values
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SummarySummary

 Selecting a significance threshold requires
evaluating the cost of making a mistake.

 Bonferroni correction: Divide the desired p-value
threshold by the number of statistical tests
performed.

 The E-value is the expected number of times that the
given score would appear in a random database of
the given size.
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http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgihttp://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi
BBasic asic LLocal ocal AAlignmentlignment  SSearchearch  TTooloolBLASTBLAST
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 blastpblastp
 compares an amino acid query sequence against a protein sequence

database
 blastnblastn

 compares a nucleotide query sequence against a nucleotide sequence
database

 blastxblastx
 compares a nucleotide query sequence translated in all reading frames

against a protein sequence database
 tblastntblastn

 compares a protein query sequence against a nucleotide sequence
database dynamically translated in all reading frames

 tblastxtblastx
 compares the six-frame translations of a nucleotide query sequence

against the six-frame translations of a nucleotide sequence database.

Different kind of BLAST programsDifferent kind of BLAST programs
BBasic asic LLocal ocal AAlignmentlignment  SSearchearch  TTooloolBLASTBLAST
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BBasic asic LLocal ocal AAlignmentlignment  SSearchearch  TTooloolBLASTBLAST
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BBasic asic LLocal ocal AAlignmentlignment  SSearchearch  TTooloolBLASTBLAST
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Valbuzzi and Yanofsky, Science, vol 293

TRAP and Anti-TRAP as our initial working modelTRAP and Anti-TRAP as our initial working model

Note: The gene that codes for TRAP and anti-TRAP in
B. subtilis are called mtrB and yczA, respectively

Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #1. Advise #1. Consider all the availableConsider all the available
biochemical / biological  knowledge.biochemical / biological  knowledge.
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TrpTrp operon  operon regulationregulation in Bacillus subtilis in Bacillus subtilis

Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #1. Advise #1. Consider all the availableConsider all the available
biochemical / biological  knowledge.biochemical / biological  knowledge.
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>AntiTRAP_prot
MVIATDDLEVACPKCERAGEIEGTPCPACSGKGVILTAQGYTLLDFIQKHLNK

>TRAP_prot
MNQKHSSDFVVIKAVEDGVNVIGLTRGTDTKFHHSEKLDKGEVIIAQFTEHTSAIKVRGEALIQ
TAYGEMKSEKK

TRAP and Anti-TRAP as our initial working modelTRAP and Anti-TRAP as our initial working model

> TRAP_dna
atgaaccaaaagcattcaagtgattttgtcgtcattaaagccgttgaggacggagtgaatgtgatcggcc
tgacaagaggaacagacacaaagtttcaccattccgaaaaactcgacaagggagaagtgatcatcgctca
gtttacagagcatacttctgccattaaagtcagaggagaggcactgattcaaaccgcgtacggagaaatg
aaaagcgaaaaaaaataa

>AntiTRAP_dna
atggtcattgcaactgatgatcttgaggtcgcatgtcctaaatgtgaaagagcgggagaaatcgaaggaa
caccttgcccggcctgcagcggaaaaggtgttattctgactgctcaaggatatacgcttctcgattttat
ccaaaagcatttgaataagtaa

Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #1. Advise #1. Consider all the availableConsider all the available
biochemical / biological  knowledge.biochemical / biological  knowledge.
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 A great percentage of a genomic DNA could be repetitive
due to:
 retrotransposons
 ALU region
 microsatellites
 centromeric sequences, telomeric sequences
 5’ Untranslated Region of ESTs

Example of ESTs with simple low complexity regions:

T27311
GGGTGCAGGAATTCGGCACGAGTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTC
TCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTC

Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #2. Advise #2. Filtering Low Complexity RegionsFiltering Low Complexity Regions
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 Programs like BLAST have the option of filtering out low
complex regions. (Called Masking)

 Repetitive sequences increase the chance of a match during
a database search

>rab2 gtpase, putative [Eimeria tenella]
mtiilvgnkc dlerrevtfq egfrvwaltg qdfarqhnli fletsaktaq nveeafilta
rkiyenvlag vydlstdthg ikcgpvaath ttrigkllll llllllllvl vlvlllllll
llllvlrlrv lllrvllllr lgllvamemw ghfcccrlll lqplqpvlll lllltcgwcl
lllllmlrfl yvlllllllr ppdsaaaaeg kekqqqnqqq qqshrqqqrl sflysggntg
lacflleytr eqqqqqqqll lcccyccccs ccfscfk

Example of a protein with non-informative segments. rab2 gtpase

Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #2. Advise #2. Filtering Low Complexity RegionsFiltering Low Complexity Regions
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FilteringFiltering

Without FilteringWithout Filtering

Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #2. Advise #2. Filtering Low Complexity RegionsFiltering Low Complexity Regions
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WithoutWithout
FilteringFiltering

FilteringFiltering

Advise #2. Advise #2. FilteringFiltering
Low ComplexityLow Complexity

RegionsRegions
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Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #3. Advise #3. Preferentially use protein sequencesPreferentially use protein sequences

over DNA sequencesover DNA sequences

Sequence searchSequence search
based onbased on

antiTRAPantiTRAP
DNADNA sequence sequence
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Sequence searchSequence search
based onbased on

antiTRAPantiTRAP
ProteinProtein sequence sequence

Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #3. Advise #3. Preferentially use protein sequencesPreferentially use protein sequences

over DNA sequencesover DNA sequences
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53 a.a.

1177 a.a.

Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #4. Advise #4. Consider the size of your proteinConsider the size of your protein
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Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #4. Advise #4. Consider the size of your proteinConsider the size of your protein
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>Sfum_2476
mvrmrlpele tkcwmcwgsg kiasedhggg
mecpecggvg wlptadgrrl ldfvqrhlgi
veegednetl

>DnaJ
masmnekdyy vilevsetat teeirkafqv
karklhpdvn kapdaearfk evseayavls
degkrrryda mrsgnpfagg ygpsgspags
nsygqdpfgw gfpfggvdfs swrsqgsrrs
raykpqtgad ieydltltpm qaqegvrkgi
tyqrfsacea chgsgsvhhs easstcptcg
gtghihvdls gifgfgtvem ecpecegtgh
vvadpceacg gsgrvlsase avvnvpphah
dgdeirmegk gnagtngskt gdfvvrvrvp
eeqvtlrqsm garaigialp ffavdlatga
sllgtiivam lvvfgvrniv gdgikrsqrw
wrnlgyavvn galtgiawal vaymffscta
glgrw

>yczA (anti-TRAP)
MVIATDDLEVACPKCERAGEIEGTPCPACSGK
GVILTAQGYTLLDFIQKHLNK

Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #5. Advise #5. Re-search with the likely distant Re-search with the likely distant homologshomologs
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Using Sfum_2476
as a query,

we identify the
antiTRAP (YczA)

Blast hit

Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #5. Advise #5. Re-search with the likely distant Re-search with the likely distant homologshomologs
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Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #5. Advise #5. Re-search with the likely distant Re-search with the likely distant homologshomologs

Using DnaJ as a
query.

Since we only got
DnaJ proteins in the

default (100) first
sequences. You should
increase this number

to see long distant
homologs
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Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #5. Advise #5. Re-search with the likely distant Re-search with the likely distant homologshomologs

Using DnaJ as a query,
we identify the antiTRAP

(YczA) Blast hit TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 88

TRAP TRAP BlastPBlastP in nr-database in nr-database

TRAP TRAP BlastPBlastP in  in Non-Non-redundantredundant  SwissProtSwissProt  sequencessequences 

TRAP TRAP BlastPBlastP in PDB-database in PDB-database

TRAP TRAP BlastPBlastP  vsvs Bacillus subtilis Bacillus subtilis 

Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #6. Advise #6. Consider the Consider the effect of the databaseeffect of the database

size in the  E-valuesize in the  E-value
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TRAP TRAP BlastPBlastP in  in PatentPatent  proteinprotein  databasedatabase 

TRAP TRAP BlastPBlastP in nr-database in nr-database

Sometimes you
might get a wrong
conclusion if you do
not consider the
size of small
databases

Compare
these two
E-values

Advise #6. Advise #6. Consider theConsider the
effect of the databaseeffect of the database
size in the  E-valuesize in the  E-value
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Query

Does the query really
have a relationship with

the results?

One way to check is to
run the search in the
opposite direction…

…but often not reversible
even when true homology

Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #7. Advise #7. Consider the Consider the multidomainmultidomain nature of nature of

some proteinssome proteins
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Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #7. Advise #7. Consider the Consider the multidomainmultidomain nature of nature of

some proteinssome proteins
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Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #7. Advise #7. Consider the Consider the multidomainmultidomain nature of nature of

some proteinssome proteins
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Web sites used in our practiceWeb sites used in our practice

Sequence Retrieval system

RSA Tools

BLBLASTAST

Figures are linked to their corresponding web sites

ClustalW


